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Computer Engineering Doç.Dr. YAKUP KUTLU BLM3-5001 Image Processing Technıques And Applıcatıons Compulsory 5 S Computer engineering students will have theoretical and practical background with strong mathematical and algorithmic knowledge in this emerging interdisciplinary area. Face to Face

Students will gain essential background for origin and the nature of signals and images.

Students will learn fundamentals computer aided diagnosis (CAD) and analysis applications of signal and image processing methods

Students will learn pattern recognition and machine learning subjects besides signal and image processing processing subjects to enhance scientific and computational skills necessary to analyze biomedical signals and images with different softwares.

Computer Engineering Dr.Öğr.Üyesi LEVENT KARACAN BLM3-5034 DEEP GENERATIVE MODELS Compulsory 5 A Probabilistic foundations and learning algorithms for deep generative models Face to Face
Generative modeling of complex, high-dimensional data including images, text, and speech.

Recent advances in parameterizing generative models using deep neural networks

Computer Engineering Dr.Öğr.Üyesi AHMET GÖKÇEN BLM3-5016 Computer-Aıded Electronıc Cırcuıt Desıgn Compulsory 5 A Students can simulate and schematic drawing the electronic circuits. Face to Face

Students can draw printed circuits of electronic circuits.
Students can prepare printed board circuits.

Students can apply printed board circuits.

Computer Engineering Dr.Öğr.Üyesi GÖKHAN ALTAN BLM3-5017 Advanced Artıfıcıal Intellıgence And Applıcatıons Compulsory 5 A Student will have insight into the main methods used in machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) Face to Face

Student will have knowledge of the historical development of the field
Student will be able to design and conduct experiments using the methods, with emphasis on evaluation

Student will be able to consider the pros and cons when choosing ML / AI methods for different applications
Student will be able to implement algorithms for selected methods
Student will have knowledge of basic philosophical and ethical issues related to the development and application of ML/AI

Computer Engineering Dr.Öğr.Üyesi MEHMET SARIGÜL BLM3-5027 Reinforcement Learning Compulsory 5 S Ability to implement Q learning algorithm. Face to Face

Will be able to define a problem as MDP.

Will be able to do dynamic programming.

will be able to use the Player-Critic Methods.

Computer Engineering Dr.Öğr.Üyesi İPEK ABASIKELEŞ TURGUT BLM3-5010 Advanced Wıreless Networks Compulsory 5 S analyze various techniques to solve network problems, Face to Face

understand the mobility management in wireless environment

demonstrate the structure of both cellular and wireless network topologies

describe various types of wireless networks,

Computer Engineering Doç.Dr. SERTAN ALKAN BLM3-5005 Advanced Lınear Algebra Compulsory 2 4 A Calculate the inverse and n-th power of a square matrix by using Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Face to Face

Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a square matrix using the characteristic polynomial,

On successful completion of this course unit students will be capable of gained the ability to; perform matrix operations (addition, subtraction,multiplication). Compute the determinant of a given matrix,

Solve systems of linear equations by using Gaussian elimination; and apply the basic techniques of matrix algebra, including finding the inverse of an invertible matrix using Gauss-Jordan elimination,

Understand the basic ideas of vector algebra: linear dependence and independence; comprehend vector spaces and subspaces,




